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PerfectForms™ - Planning your Workflow

Planning your Workflow
The purpose of this guide is to assist PerfectForms™ users in preparing to create forms within PerfectForms™. The most effective forms start with a
coherent set of goals, a strong understanding of the process that is being supported or facilitated by the form and a schema outlining the data required to
manage that process.
This guide will provide recommendations regarding the preparation to be done prior to creating a form including:
Collecting all pertinent information regarding the process being represented in the form
Establishing a clear understanding of the roles of all stakeholders as well as workflow paths
Putting together a detailed workflow diagram
Consideration during form design of any reporting needs that might exist

The following sections are included in this guide:
Document Scope
Determining Stakeholders and Gathering Information
Understanding the Purpose of the Planning Process
Building a Workflow Diagram
Determine Reporting Needs
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Document Scope
This document is aimed at simple, single workflow processes. The document does not explain more advanced scenarios, such as when two or more linked
forms may be required. In such cases, it is recommended to plan each form in a separate document but also create an umbrella document that explains
how each form is linked and which pieces of data are passed between forms.
This document is geared toward processes which are manually started by a user. If a process is to be integrated with another form using the API, that will
require further technical details.
The following information, while important to process planning, will not be included in this guide but will instead be touched on in a separate guide titled
Planning your Form Design:
Consideration of form design including:
decisions on form objects to use in the form
datasources needed for the form objects
relationships, dependencies and grouping of form objects
states of form objects (when to enable/disable)
roles involved with the form
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Determining Stakeholders and Gathering Information
Stakeholders associated with a process can be anyone who may be impacted by the completion of that process. Stakeholders can have different levels of
authority and required involvement, which affects how they exert their influence over the process. When planning your form, identifying and effectively
communicating with the stakeholders is crucial to helping you fully understand the process in question. Identifying the stakeholders accurately helps you
create the roles that will be associated with your form’s workflow within PerfectForms™.
There are three types of stakeholders that you will find with most processes: the owner, the user and the builder. Other stakeholders may exist but these
are the three primary types of stakeholders to start with when planning your form.

The Process Builder
The person responsible for creating a new form is usually the process builder. This person has to gather and interpret the process requirements and
convert that information into a working form. The first step for the process builder in preparing to create a new form is to begin gathering all possible
information from all parties involved. This can include process owners (usually at a higher level such as manager or quality analyst) as well as process
users who actually work the task or process on a regular basis.

The Process Owner
The process owner will:
Identify the workflow for the process
Identify all possible stages
Determine the process users for each stage
Determine the roles each process user plays at each stage
Identify the sources for the information
o Will users enter the information?
o Will connections to datasources be used?
The process owner can usually provide a good description of the process but this rarely covers all points concerned with the form design. Topics that are
often missed include the field access rules (field states such as read-only, disabled and hidden), notifications and how process users would actually gain
access to the process. Request any information available, written or otherwise, from the process owners and process users that will help layout the
workflow in its entirety.
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The Process Users
Make sure the process users agree with the information provided by the process owners and vice versa. Everyday process users can often provide job
aids that they have created themselves in order to complete a task or manage a portion of the process. These job aids can help validate the workflow
diagram you will create prior to designing your form. Request any information available, written or otherwise, from the process owners and process users
that will help layout the workflow in its entirety.

Asking the Right Questions
The following are some typical questions to ask in order to gather as much information as possible. You may find that the answers to some questions also
answer others or may even prompt new questions that weren’t considered before. The more information you can get in the beginning, the more efficient
the form design will be.

Questions on the Form as a Whole
1. Is there an existing form which shows the data that needs to be captured?
2. Are there any preferences for layout?
a. Portrait vs. Landscape
b. Fit to Web browser window?
1. What form size dimensions to work within?
3. Will there be a need at any point to print the form? If so, proper printing layout should be set from the beginning.
4. Are there any specific logos or colors to consider?
a. A maximum of three colors should be suggested, but different shades of those three colors can be used.
5. Identify the start point for the process as a whole.
6. Identify the end point(s) for the process as a whole.

Identify the Required Outputs
1. Outputs can be what the form instance produces at the end of the process. For example, approved or rejected, or a calculated value.
2. Outputs can also be data that needs to be reported on.
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a. Is there an existing example of how the report should be structured?
b. What are the fields or metadata that need to be reported on?
c. Are there preferred chart types?
d. What fields or metadata can be used as filters?

Workflow Stages and User Roles
1. What are the logical stages in the process?
a. Only one, single start point is possible but having multiple end points is a common need that is supported within PerfectForms™.
2. Who are the users in the process?
a. Individuals? Groups?
3. Where do those users have a role in the process?
a. Which role creates the instance?
b. Which stages are other users involved in?
4. How will each user gain access to the process?
a. PerfectForms™ dashboard, custom reporting portal, e-mail link or other point of entry?
5. How is a new instance created?
6. What are the important relationships between the roles?
a. Employee – Manager?
7. How are users defined?
a. Active Directory? Database? Anonymous users?

For Each Stage of the Process, Determine the Following:
1. How is the form opened?
a. Dashboard, e-mail link, embedded form on a Web site
2. Who are the current users for this stage?
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a. If multiple users exist, do they all need access to interact with the form or will only one be accessing it for the group?
3. How are the current users recognized?
a. Active Directory, database, a PerfectForms™ account, e-mail link
4. What data in the form needs to be collected at this stage?
a. Which is mandatory and which is optional?
b. Which existing data in the form should be protected (read-only)?
c. Which data should be hidden from the current user?
5. How is the data collected?
a. Connection to a datasource, manual entry, calculated or a combination of those methods?
6. When the form is submitted, who are the next users to access the instance?
a. Will it be a single user or multiple users?
b. How are they identified by PerfectForms™?
1. E-mail taken from a field in the form
2. Fixed position/group/account
c. How will the user(s) access the form instance?
1. Dashboard, e-mail link, both
7. What message should be sent to the next user?
a. Text of message
b. Include data taken from the form instance
c. Also to be sent by e-mail?
1. If yes, then should the e-mail include a link to open the form?

Integration
Complete these steps if any part of the form will need to integrate with an external datasource. Example: A drop-down field that displays all branch offices
or locations.
1. What type is the datasource?
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a. Database type, Web Service, Other PerfectForms™ forms
2. What are the access rights to the datasource?
a. Read-only, Read-write
3. If the Connection Agent is required, is it available, installed and tested?
a. The agent is required in all cases except when the datasource is another PerfectForms™ form.
4. What are the details of mapping between form objects and datasource fields?

Other Relevant Information
There will always be the need to ask the final and sometimes all important question: Is there any other relevant information we should have?
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Understanding the Purpose of the Planning Process
The planning process provides the process builder with an opportunity to learn everything possible about the process being represented in the form. In
some situations, process owners may already have the process well documented with detailed outlines and specifications. More often than not though, this
is not the case.
If the process being defined is one that is already in existence, it is possible that some changes to the offline work will be needed to make that process
flow more efficiently and to meet the goals of the newly-optimized process. The planning process provides stakeholders with an opportunity to make these
types of suggestions.
It is important to be sure your process is as fully defined as possible in the beginning before the actual form design begins. This ensures that the form life
cycle runs smoothly and prevents unnecessary rework to a published form which could confuse form users.
The goal of the planning process is to transfer the knowledge from the process owner and user to the process builder in a way that can determine how the
form is to be designed without the need for a constant dialog between the stakeholders. Once you have gathered the requirements, the process builder
should not need to constantly go back and ask for additional information while building the form; however, communication should not stop just because the
form building has begun. The process builder should continue to provide updates to the stakeholders regarding the progress of the form as well as allow
the stakeholders the opportunity to view and test the form at various stages of the building process.
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Building a Workflow Diagram
Once the necessary research has been done to find out how the process works and who is involved, you are ready to document the workflow paths and
outline a workflow diagram. This diagram will act as your blueprint as you begin designing the form, and will be invaluable to the building process within the
PerfectForms™ application when you start adding behaviors and workflow detail to the form. This diagram will also help anyone else involved with creation
or use of the form to understand the overall process.
When building a workflow, work up a draft of the process with pencil and paper. Map out the start point, key decisions, notification points, routing needs
and end points. Keep in mind that the process will eventually need to function within PerfectForms™ using workflow stages and logical paths based on the
data you collect on the form.

Do not try to manage multiple process points within one stage.
If the same role is involved at several different points in a process, do not try to manage those points from one stage in your diagram.
For example, you have a customer service person who deals with issues relating to sales orders. There could be several process points related to the
customer service representative:
There is a special shipping cost and the customer must accept the fee in order for the process to continue. Does the customer agree to the fee?
The order will be delayed due to insufficient stock. Does the customer want to wait or choose a different product?
The customer has been sent a proof but is not happy with it. Customer Service needs to take action.
In this example, each of these scenarios should be an individual stage. The fact that they are all dealt with by the same customer service representative
does not mean that there is one Customer Service stage. Setting the stage that way may limit your overall control.

You are not required to define any workflow stages, but it is recommended.
You could manage workflow entirely using ordinary behaviors but that could limit scalability of your form as it develops over time. Diagrams force you to
organize your thinking. Within the PerfectForms™ application, all notifications occur along the paths of your workflow diagram. Also you will need stages
and roles to properly manage access to fields that are dependent on a form instance being in a certain stage.

Best Practices
The steps noted below outline best practices for creating the workflow diagram.
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1.

Name it

Label the process in a universal way that everyone will
recognize.

2.

Define the start

State the trigger(s) that start the process.
What is the request?
Who is requesting?

3.

Define success

State success in terms of deliverable(s).
Is the work completed?
Is it an item purchased or service delivered?

4.

Identify the steps

Define the main steps that take you from the start to the
deliverable.

5.

Add the conditions or
"what if's"

For each main step, add the next layer of detail, including
conditions. This defines any expected variations in execution
that you may need to manage. For example, a request
requires director approval if over $10k.

6.

Identify the outputs

Identify the information that will be needed during and after
process completion to ensure timeliness, accuracy and
appropriate monitoring.
Notifications and escalations
Data needed for reporting

7.

Validate

Give the process a sanity check.
Does it make sense?
Verify with the experts or process participants to ensure
accuracy and completeness.
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Applying the Best Practices in an Example
We can apply the steps we've just outlined to an example analyzing a purchase order process. Select the links below to navigate to each step.
Steps 1 - 3
Step 4
Step 5
Step 6
Step 7
Using the steps outlined in this section to build a comprehensive workflow diagram will position you perfectly to begin building your form. When the time
comes to add the workflow piece to your form, the diagram will make that process very easy to complete. The finished workflow in the form will end up
looking much like your original workflow diagram, as seen in the following image taken from a contractor time entry form.
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Steps 1 - 3

Step 4
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Step 5
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Step 6

6 – Identify the outputs
What information could you need for reporting?
o Total number of approved purchases
o Number of requests that are not completed
o Number of purchases over $10k
o Average number of requests per month
Consider what information you might need to make informed decisions.

Step 7

7 – Validate or “Is this right?”
Does the process meet the stakeholder needs (requester, manager, and director)?
Are you collecting all the required information to complete the purchase order?
Are you notifying the right people in the process?
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Determine Reporting Needs
PerfectForms™ provides users with the ability to report on the information gathered in the forms they have created. Setting a report datasource is a
requirement for any report. The datasource is a form within your account that simply provides a path to the data. The report can be attached to a
datasource which has been created by a published form. A single report can use one or more datasources.
The system enables you to select the desired fields for reporting. You can add charts and data lists to your reports as well as filters when necessary.
You can determine your reporting needs by asking the following questions:
1. Is there an existing example of the report?
2. What are the fields that need to be reported on?
3. Are there preferred chart types?
4. What fields can be used as filters?
For additional information on reporting within PerfectForms™, review the section on Designing a Report within the Help Guide.
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